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I. INTRODUCTION
Field Guide is a mixed media journal detailing the explorations of a fictitious
culture through cartography, narrative and illustration. It is presented through the lens of
an amateur archaeologist, navigating a chain of islands to search for ruins and artifacts. In
part, the project is focused on the fantasy of an imagined world. The island chain is a
place entirely of my own creation. By creating the viewpoint of an outside explorer, it
was possible to navigate through this world. Although I, as the artist can know everything
about this fictitious world, adopting the perspective of someone distanced by time and
place allowed for discrepancies, misinterpretation, and the sense of mystery that typically
colors interpretations of foreign, ancient cultures. This character is forced to fill in the
context for what she is viewing based on her conjectures, which may or may not reveal
the full truth. Overall perspective on cultures is often shaped by the observations of a few
individuals. In the same way, the viewer is forced to consider this culture through the lens
of one character, without being entirely certain if they are consuming objective truths.
The project also encompassed broader themes about the destruction and
dissemination of material culture. The archaeologist character is in part an invasive
element in this environment she visits but she is also a witness to centuries of previous
damage. Though the book only represents a moment in the history of this imagined place,
the intent was to depict a holistic view of how places lose their heritage over time to
forces both internal and external.
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II. THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The overarching themes of this piece connect to complex issues of colonialism,
conservation, and conquest that underlie the history of most cultures. On a personal level,
these issues resonate deeply with me as I hope to someday conserve art and artifacts from
cultures that may not be my own. It felt crucial to consider the fact that many collections
have a sordid history of acquisition. Many artifacts are taken from their place of origin
and stripped of their initial context, which can be damaging to the people who feel it is an
important component of their heritage. This can range from instances of outright looting
to nefarious purchases made under dubious circumstances. Common examples of this
include Lord Elgin’s theft of the Parthenon marbles or looting of indigenous artifacts in
the American southwest. On the more extreme end of the spectrum, iconoclasm, warfare,
and other factors have led to the outright erasure of many forms of material heritage. On
a global scale, throughout the course of history, conquerors have typically asserted their
power by destroying meaningful cultural and religious elements of art and architecture to
assert their power. Recent examples include the destruction of ancient monuments such
as the Bamiyan Buddhas and Palmyra. Theft and destruction is never ending. Although it
might seem that those who are not actively destroying monuments are innocent in all this,
it is worth acknowledging that many western collections still possess artifacts that can be
traced to a darker past. My motivation for this project was to consider romanticized
western notions about art and archaeology in order to think more critically about how
these interactions impacted the cultures they extracted objects from. In pop culture,
franchises like Tomb Raider and Indiana Jones extol imaginary archaeologists that
plunder objects and leave a path of destruction in their wake. While the destruction
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caused by the dissemination of artifacts is often more nuanced, it is still necessary to be
critical of the damage it causes. The adventures of the imaginary archaeologist in my
narrative are meant to be exciting but the implication is that her intentions are flawed.
III. CREATIVE CARTOGRAPHIES
As a framework for this piece, I focused my research on the way various artists
have made use of cartography and imaginary spaces. This led to a number of anthologies
that chronicle the history of artists’ incorporating maps into their body of work.
According to a MOMA publication titled Mapping, of maps as conceptual works of art
became a major trend in the 1960s and 70s1. These works are often deeply rooted in
studies of place and history. Though the focus of my project was not exclusively focused
on mapmaking, these were themes that I too had hoped to convey in my own
development of a fictional place.
Another source of inspiration was the use of cartography to enhance a fictional
location in literature. This connection between maps and fiction can be traced back to the
age of discovery2. Initially, the notion of Terra Incognita, or unknown land, led to visions
of imaginary places. Maps and narratives about uncharted world were highly speculative
and fantastical, yet generally accepted as truth. As the world was gradually explored
though, there was a shift to outright fiction rather than constructed fantasies being passed
off as facts. This transition is connected to the fantasy genre and the trend of authors

1

Robert Storr and the Museum of Modern Art. Mapping. (New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1994): 13. “Maps were widely used by conceptualists and others intent on
analyzing and undoing the scientific and linguistic systems normally relied upon to
describe reality.”
2
Robert Storr and the Museum of Modern Art. Mapping. (New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1994): 7.
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including maps as an accompaniment to their narrative3.
Since my final product was not a map, but a bound text, I also studied the design
of books that focus on map making. Nick Middleton’s Atlas of Countries that Don’t Exist
and Hans Ulbrich Obrtist’s compilation Mapping it Out were particularly inspirational.
Most cartography in a bound format, such as atlases, is simply a map without any
supplemental visual information. These two volumes however, took a highly stylized
approach to presenting the maps and locations they were discussing. Middleton focuses
on disputed, but real, locations while Obrtist presents a series of artist maps. In the Atlas
of Countries that Don’t Exist, the map of each territory is accentuated by a cut out on the
previous page, which outlines the basic details of its history in a few lines of text. The
subsequent page, alongside the full map, is more text heavy. This book managed to
transform something obscure and potentially dense into an approachable art object. The
aesthetically pleasing presentation of information, specifically about locations, drew me
in. Mapping it Out transforms each page of information into some type of diagram. Both
text and line are printed with light blue ink, somehow giving off the impression of being
a found document. As a source of information it can be difficult to follow, but as a work
of art in its own right it is enjoyable to interact with.

3

Hugh Brogan. “The Lure of Maps in Arthur Ransome,” in You Are Here: Personal
Geographies and Other Maps of the Imagination. ed. Katharine A. Harmon. (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004): 150-3.
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Figure 1: Joyce Kozloff, Calvino’s Cities on the Amazon. 1995, Collage, watercolor, and
acrylic on paper, 60 x 120 in.
When it comes to artistically rendered cartographies, Joyce Kozloff is consistently
cited as one of the most prominent figures in the field. Unlike many other artists who
choose to tackle this subject matter, her renditions of maps and places are not highly
abstracted. Her work is very deeply rooted in real geography and the history of locations.
Although the focus of my own project was based more in fantasy than reality, it was
enlightening to study the ways in which Kozloff manipulates cartographies to convey
complex messages about politics, society, and world history. Out of her vast body of
work focuses almost exclusively on maps, one piece from 1995, titled “Calvino’s Cities
on the Amazon,” was particularly inspiring. In a statement on the piece, Kozloff
explained that it “is an elaborate illustration of the book Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino.
The plot: Marco Polo is in the court of Kublai Kahn and every night, his job is to describe
for the Great Kahn a city in his empire. Each is an extraordinary series of metaphors and
images, imaginary yet evocative of real places. All 56 are named after women, and can be
seen as male fantasies. I have inserted, almost like windows, pictures of the cities into a
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map of the Amazon River and its tributaries, isolating in each something that affected me
in their descriptions4.”

Figure 2: Val Britton, Fractured Plain. 2013, Graphite, ink, watercolor, gouache, and
collage on paper, 28 x 28 in.
The abstract cartographies of a more contemporary artist named Val Britton were
of particular interest when considering how maps can serve as installation art. Nearly all
of her pieces are composed of intricate, hand-cut elements that come together to form
colorful, layered maps. In an artist statement, she explains that her works map both
physical locations and psychological spaces. On par with the abstract nature of her
pieces, she elaborates by stating that she is interested in “exploring the tension between
chaos and imposed order, the concrete and the imaginary, the known and unknown5.” The
aim in my own work was to toe the line of ambiguity and abstraction while remaining
approachable. The appeal of Britton’s work is that she is able to achieve all of these
elements in her beautifully complex installations.

4

Joyce Kozloff, Phillip Earenfight Co+Ordinates, “Joyce Kozloff: Mappae Mundi.”
(Carlisle, PA: The Trout Gallery, Dickinson College, 2008).
5
Val Britton, “Val Britton.” http://valbritton.com/statement
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Figure 3: Karey Kessler, A Place (Meant to Be Forgotten). 2013, watercolor on rice
paper, 14 x 35 in.

Figure 4: Karey Kessler, Cosmic Ocean. 2017, watercolor on rice paper, 14 x 35 in.
One additional cartographic artist I found a connection with was Karey Kessler.
Her delicate watercolor maps have much more to do with poetic interpretations of space
than many artists who utilize cartography to abstractly reference an existing location. Her
themes are highly conceptual while her interpretations of maps are often quite literal. A
recent series, In the Beginning, incorporates common cartographic motifs, including grid
lines, topographical swirls, and a straightforward color scheme to grapple with broad
ideas about the world at large. In her own words, “I use the elements of a contour map –
green for forest, blue for water, but take them apart, and insert places that I think of as
nameless, outside time, and personal. These maps are about the beginning of time - when
the land and the water separated and the world was full of potential6.” Her addition of
text, lines, and diagrams over soft watery textures created an intriguing dynamic between
6

Karey Kessler, “In the Beginning,” Karey Kessler.
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fluid and rigid representations of space. The visual style Kessler adopts was quite similar
to my original watercolor maps, which is in large part why I felt drawn to her works.
They presented possibilities for ways I could push my own works further.

Figure 5: Julie Chen and Flying Fish Press, Personal Paradigms. 2003, Mixed Media
Artist Book, 21 x 30 in.

Figure 5: Julie Chen and Flying Fish Press, You Are Here. 1992, Mixed Media Artist
Book.
While the two-dimensional works focused on map making and location have clear
ties to my work, it seemed crucial to include the work of a book artist in my research as
well. One of the most distinctive bodies of work I came across were the books of Flying
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Fish Press. Artist Julie Chen founded Flying Fish Press in 1987, with an emphasis on
letterpress, dimensionality, and moveable structures7. Though not a drastic diversion in
concept from the pieces mentioned above, the work of Flying Fish Press utilize radically
different techniques to incorporate cartographic motifs. Usually the editions incorporate a
fairly traditional book in some form. What distinguishes Chen’s work though are the tiny,
free-floating pieces that accompany the printed, paper contents and the intricate boxes
that hold it all together. One book in particular, titled Personal Paradigms, takes the form
of a board game with a ledger for mapping the human experience. The themes in her
work are more frequently tied to experience than to actual location, yet the sense of
exploration and mapping is still quite present.
IV. PROJECT CONTENT
The culmination of this project was a mixed media artist book. In my mind, films
and novels about archaeological endeavors often revolve around a found manuscript or
map that instigates the adventure. The book I created was intended to serve that role for
the viewer, spurring them on to investigate this world more deeply. In the context of the
artists mentioned above, mapping and journaling seemed like an effective way for me to
delve into the world as I explored it myself. The book is divided into three portions:
cartographies, journal entries, and a mythology. All of these elements represent different
ways in which people interact with and perceive the culture in question. This multifaceted
book established multiple vantage points onto this culture and this region in a way that a
journal or atlas alone could not.

7

Julie Chen, “About,” Flying Fish Press.
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Initially, this project began as a series of maps. They were created through a
process that combined monotype printing with watercolor. Though the printmaking
process was laborious, the design of the maps was fairly spontaneous. A series of
abstracted maps were the resulting product. Rather than being content with them as
amorphous shapes, I continued to enhance them. At first, the maps were transformed into
a freestanding installation. This included an additional map of the world they belonged
in, black forms to represent the space they occupied before discovery, and a
topographical map that represented the region after it had been explored. Still, a bird’s
eye view of a culture was not quite enough to convey the broader themes I had begun to
envision. Though this three dimensional cartographic installation is included in the
exhibition, the maps only constitute a third of the book’s contents. It seemed as though an
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atlas would be the first step for an outsider to interact with this culture. So many artists
have focused on the power of the map. Its ability to mold perceptions about a location
cannot be understated. As I also mentioned above, maps are frequently included at the
beginning of narratives to provide an introduction and foundation for a fantasy realm.
The goal was to provide both a viewer and a character in this world with a reference for
the terrain they were about to explore. In the final stage of the work, I included the
cartographies as pages of an atlas that is interspersed throughout the book, correlating to
each site as it is explored.

The second portion of this piece is the mythology. This took the form of a series
of black and white illustrations. The intent was to mimic illustrated manuscripts and to
create a romanticized representation of how outsiders perceived the culture of this place.
These pieces depict representations of architecture and historical figures that were created
through a combination of digital and analog techniques. Initially they began as ink
sketches of figures in faintly abstracted settings then they were modified in Photoshop so
the colors were inverted and the lines became more textured. I envisioned a matriarchal
society and began to imagine how rulers, civilians, and religious officials from that place
would be represented.
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The final element of this project was the journal
entries. Though I did not want this piece to be heavily
reliant on text to convey its message, it seemed as though
a first person account might be the best way to convey
what it is like to interact with this region. A journal
seemed like an effective way to tie in themes surrounding
material history. Maps tell a broad message about
geography, exploration, and the imposition of
parameters. Illustrations and mythology highlight
cultural perceptions. A written narrative provided an
exposition on the historical details of this place and guided the viewer to a position of
skepticism. Photographs accompany each journal entry,
presenting objects, architecture, or the protagonist
exploring. All of these photos are composite images that
were extrapolated from a number of existing historical
cultures. Most of the photos of the explorer incorporate
original photographs with collaged images in the
background, creating an imagined terrain. She wanders
over hills, across oceans, into archaeological sites and
uncharted territory. The costume she wears is meant to
evoke an adventurous, independent woman from the early 20th century. The depictions of
architecture demonstrate differences in states of preservation. On some islands there are
only brick foundations remaining, on others there are whole structures. Photographs of
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artifacts are entirely my own compositions. The content is typically a found object that I
modified for my own purposes. Religious artifacts and structures tend to survive for
much longer than things like residential areas that were often built out of perishable
materials. This heavily influenced my decision fabricate these larger cultural emblems
rather than focusing on the day-to-day aspects of an ancient culture.
V. CONCLUSION
The objective of this project was to encompass difficult themes on conservation
and culture in an artist book. Recent discourse has taken a critical look at the many
ramifications of colonialism and pointed out the unfortunate history that overshadows
foreign objects in Western museums. My research turned to works by artists and
historians who focus on the idea of mapping places both real and imaginary to get a sense
of how charting a place confines it. All the different components of my own projectmaps, myths, journal entries, photos, and artifacts- are relics that represent the typical
narrative of interacting with an ancient culture and its artifacts. However, the darker
implications of this narrative force the viewer to consider whether this is a history they
should celebrate or be ashamed of. This project is simultaneously an adventure and an
inquiry into the history of conquering and collecting.
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